PENS

PA I N T P E N

Permanent, highly lightfast, opaque paint pens

3 SECOND SELL
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Unique paint effects
(Fine lines to large layers and exciting
splatters)
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Permanent once dry

3

Suitable for use on a range
of surfaces

R A NG E
F EATU R ES

PAINT PEN
Permanent, highly
lightfast, opaque
paint pens.

Water-based pigment ink
Solvent free
Permanent once dry
Nib size

0.5mm

Barrel shape

Round

No. colours/degrees available

20

Suitable for fine detail, painting techniques and use
on fabric

(Paper, fabric, glass and wood)

Lightfast*

85%

Colour intensity

5

Layering

5

Point strength

3

Available individually and in cartons
Scale of 0-5, where 5 is the most blendable, erasable etc.
*Lightfast, colours remain the same for 100 years under museum conditions
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UNIQUE PAINT EFFECTS

1

Derwent Paint Pens are a creative drawing and painting
tool, containing highly pigmented, opaque acrylic paint.
Use them to create fine lines, large layers and imaginative paint splatters.
To activate press the nib for 10 seconds (do not pump)
and release to allow the paint to flow into the nib. If this
does not happen repeat the process.
To clean remove the nib from the well, submerge in water for 10 minutes and wipe with a damp cloth. Replace
nib into pen when finished. Removing the nib is also
useful for creating splatter effects by tapping or flicking
the barrel towards the page/surface.

PERMANENT ONCE DRY
Choose from a wide selection of vivid, opaque colours
which can be layered and blended.
Dilute with water and brush whilst wet to create
transparent washes. Once dry, colours are permanent
and fixed. Ideal for wet and dry media techniques in
conjunction with other media.
Derwent Paint Pens replaced “Derwent Graphik Line
Painters” in 2019. The range was split into 4 colours
palettes and packaging was updated to be eco-friendly.
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USE ON A RANGE
OF SURFACES
Derwent Paint Pens are also suitable for use on fabric,
glass and wood allowing for endless sketching and
painting possibilities for a wide range of projects.
Professional quality, all colours are highly lightfast,
ensuring your artworks will withstand the test of time.
High-quality 0.5mm Japanese break resistant nib.

